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ABSTRACT

This re t discusses considerations involved in placing the

evaluation process within an organizational and practical context.
The discussion proceeds from the following perspectives: Program

evaluation is a policy/management tool. Various levels of policy

and management personnel have numerous and varied evaluation
information needs. Rarely is an evaluation so fatally flawed as

to be without some relevance to policy.

The report identifies potential problems in the conduct of

program evaluation so that they can be anticipated, assessed and

pre-empted. Pitfalls in interpreting data for alternatile poll

purposes are examined. Concern to be addressed before .date btl

lection begins are analyzed.to Thinimize impediments to A. sucassful

evaluation. During the data acquisition and.date annll 6 ste 4S.

certain interpretational pi doblems must be con ered.- inucing-
potential difficulties of transferring pr naW environ nts

or of expanding programs. The final s qaluation c le,

is discussed in s of converting in .products.

report udes a b1b1ig r hy, and technical discussions

of varjle s. correlation, and d1par ments'appear in the ,appendices.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The mandate, if not demand, fot quantitative program eva7,
luations is widespread within the criminal justice area. Such
evaluations operate in diverse environments.and serve varied
audiences. Differences surrounding'program evaluations may
Cause the practitioner to lose hope of discovering any common
principles to guide the design and conduct of evaluation work.

The purpose of this document is to place the evaluation
process within the context of organizational purposes and
practical constraints. More specifically, we are concerned
that the evaluator and the evaluator's -audiences appreciate
certain problems and pitfalls which may be encountered. None
of these problem. areas has been concocted. Each has been en-
countered by the author during_ the conduct of one or. more
criminal justice evaluations.

The specific concerns of this report can be briefly
summarized as follows:

program evaluation is a policy/management to

numerous'and varied evaluation information ne.
exist across various levels of policy and manage-
ment personnel;

an evaluation need seldom be so fatally flawed
as to be of no policy relevance;

several potential problem areas in the conduct
of pr4gram evaluations can be anticipated,
assessed and--hopefully--preempted;

pitfalls. in'the interpretation of data for alter-
native policy purposes can be identified and
their ramifications appre iated.

The first three points supply the orientation for this
discussion while the latter two describe the substantive con-
tent of the report.



Following further discussion of the role and cohtextof
am evaluation in ,the remainder of this chapter, three
antive Chapters are presented:

In Chapter II we discuss impediments to a
successful evaluation in terms of design
problems and unmet assumptions -- concerns to
be addressed prior to data collection.

Chapter III considers certain interpretational
problems including potential problems of progr
transfer to new environments or simply. program
expansion--considerations appropriate both'
during data acquisition and data analysis.

Finally, Chapter IV discusses the conversion
of problems into products--in some sense, the
final stage in the evaluation cycle.

Additionally, several basic technical appendices
included for use by the general reader.

A. The Roles of Evaluation

Evaluations of social programs are often thought to be akin
to the award of academic grades to school students--a means by
which to identify those who are "better" and to distinguish Chem
from those who are not. That is, program evaluation isithOught
toApe a tool by which programs may be designated as "doi'hg
fine," suited for "repair" or "theljunk yard." Thus, a manual
entitled, "Quick Evaluation Methodology" suggests that "Quick '

evaluationp were designed to be of use to decision-makers facing
the following problems:

whether to continue funding a particular treatment
program, and, if so, at what level;

whether technical assistance should be provided to
a particular program, and, if so, what type; and

if an entire city's programs are analyzed, whether
funding, of a proposed new program appears warranted."

The author goes on, however, in a discussion of potential limi-
tatiops of quick evaluations, to note:

... a-quick evaluation does not address the
question of whether a community needs that
particular treatment program; a qua
evaluation only assesses the performance of
that program. The implications of not funding

-2-



a diocre -Methadone maintenance program are
qua different for a community where that is
the only such program than for a community
where there are'sovera others.'

It should also be noted, by way of elaborating the above comment,
that such an evaluation will be unlikely to touch on constitu-
tional and other isaues'surrounding drug treatment in general,
and methadone treatment more specifically.

Daniel Glaser, an experiencedievaluat of correctional
systems, !axe stated:

Before further discussion, it will )q acknow-
ledged that often the most effectiVe way to
reduce the extent to which people are labeled
deviant is not to change their behavior but
to change the labeling practices so that they
are no longer considered deviant. For example,
instead of trying,to change people so they
will cease the moderate use of marihuana, we
can cease regarding this practice as warranting
their being changed

Of course, determininq what is to be defined as deviant sounds
very close to policy formulation and"that is our point:

Social program evaluation research is under-
taken as a basis for settling questions of
policy.'

Thus, we should not restrict ourselves as evaluate
the educator's version of an academic grade for:

We must ele.arn to look at our objectives as
critically ancl,as professionally as we look
at our models Hend our other inputs.

The program evaluator toe often focuses on the lower level
questions (the equivalent of grade assignment) w- ithout recog-

, nizing the potential for supplying expert information of the
hi,gher order variety--frequently due to limitations which are
self imposed by the evaluator, but often because he is forced to
do SO by the sponsor. Our point is not that the award of a grade
for performance efficacy, impact, etc. is without merit, but
rather that the evaluator should be aware of the breadth of
opportunity available for program evaluations.

Adaptive Evaluation

The above noted range of potential topics for an evaluation
study and the uncertainty confronting any but, the most trivial of
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studies suggestip the adaptive and evolutionary natures of some of

the best studies. An evaluation study may well start out to ask

the question, "how did it work in a given locale?" This is indeed
appropriate for the very immediate questions raised above:

should funding be terminated?

Should technical a be made available?

On the other hand, various pol icy makers may be concerned with
questions of the following variety:

4

does thdlprogram operate as antic' )
a

are there unanticip consequenes of the
program which either dilute or amplify the
program's net benefits?

what Are the impl icat ions cif expand
level of operat nn of the programf

is on
AMS:

resource.ayai I
and need level.

costs

City (P

her

ff)

t he

The point is that most evaltiat ion r #tueliei wi 11 not by ign anti-

cipate all the possible" bons of the above snit, A fle.xible

and adaptive design, howeve should be prepared 4o attend to the
unanticipated, analyze at and determine anoropriato
makers who should be into state cl in such special purpose re ortry

as may We produced. All of which is to suggest that nn rook IYX4(q

one may be WISC LO be willing to entertain intuitions _ in=sexist for this style of policy related research and that,

as well as "hard" data. This, topic will he further qddre, -d sub-
Nequently; however, our emphasis here is that no disCussion can
give you a set of procedures which will guarantee that you in

able to extract the maximum significant nit rmA-

non, given your evaluation funds. Thus, the purpose of th
current document is to provIdo A tart An orientation to they

extremely complicated pr( Id tirri7e that , 1 ike C.1 t von ,-an

land on your tee_

C. Evaluation Credibili 1 ty

It was George Bernard -;llaw who note that
IS a conspiracy against the laity," and well
those words in mind when ronsidering t hr i rc l le rr t he va 1 ;Li!

may confront in "marketing" findings _ conclusions
makers-- the " l a i t y . There' is a sense i n which evaluat
Interests run counter to oro in ,!=t S In A
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questions, Aaron d vsky.0%kes the point:

who will .valuate and who will adminitar7

how will power be divided among these unc-
tionerie 7

which ones will be cost of change?

can evaluators create sufficient staW1 y
to ciarry on their own work in the midst of
a turbulent environment?

can authori y'be allocated evalua
and blame appottioned among administrators?

how to convince edmin trators to collet
informationthat might help others but ra
only harm them?

how can support be t a t and on behalf nf
mmendat ions that anger sponsors?

can knowledge and power be loineiP

And as a summary response to
following is fcrrcl

evaluat quest the

Pure evaluative man, however single- minded his
concentiation on the Intrinsic merits of pro-
grams, must alsc, com;ider their interaction
effects on his future Ability to pursue his
craft. Just as he would insist on including
the impart of one element in a system on
another in his policy analysis, so must tie
.considcr how his presinnl recommendations
Affect future ones. 7 proper evaluation,
mcludes the impact of a policy on the or-
nizations responsible for it.'

The point, in the simplistic hstract, is that an evaluation
needs to be designed with the reporting context understood. Thus
we return to the tension between the evaluator who would aSsian
an academic grade only to aproYect, and the evaluator who would
redesign the cosmos. It is not a simple matter, but we desire
that more try to be both the craftsmen of the former sort as well

as being senAitive to unexpectel inlormation and willing to move
in the "visionary" direction in order to better serve virying
policy makers.

As data are gathered and experience broadened in the conduct
of an evaluation, insights and intuitions are likely to be
generated which were absent in the original design process. To,
the degree possible, data c llectar,n con reflect these new

-5- 1



perspectives, whether by affiending data.aquisitioninstruments
.

NIripy-developing new prbcedures. Moreover, analyses may be modi-
-;-fied and expanded in an &ttempt to pursue the post-design
insights. What, in general, is not terribly credible or accep-
table is an unsubstantiated intuition, although at the end of a
high quality presentation, the evaluator may wish to deliver
mhtTches." which could inform future research.

, ip



CHAPTER II

RESEARCH PROBLEM AND UNMET ASSUMPTIONS

Within this section, discussion will be focused on pre-
paring the evaluation design for the environment within which
it will operate (and, by implication, suggest those faces of
theenVironment which need to be changed in the interest of

evaluation). We ue the'. term, "environment," because we see

the evaluator standing between operating programs and policy

makers. The later are the clients and the former constitute

the ejects of evaluation. Put another way, the policy makers

constitute the "demand side" and the operating programs con-
stitute the "supply Side." Given the flexible and adaptive
stance advocated here, it is important for the evaluator to
recognize his role, coupling these two constituencies.

The-primarydetermination to be made by the evaluator in

this context is the identity of the various consumers of the

,proposed evaluation study. Following this initial step, the

evaluator dan begin to fill out a "Requirements Checklist"
which could look something like the following:

REQUIREMENTS CHECKLI ST'

1. Who- are-the consumers of the evaluation?

2. Specifically what do they need to know?

What is already known?

4 a. -Is a "true" (i.e., randomly assigned)
control group required?

Or is a "reasonable" contrast group
'sufficient?

Or no such things?

What sample sizes are necessary for
the required level of precision?

S. Is anything approaching an adequate design

-7-



capable of implementation, given time And
other constraints?

6. Overall, _ _u think the proposed study
should be undertaken- -that is, can it
possibly (likely?) yield information of
value .(for whom)?

It should be clear that this chtklist will not be completed
at one sitting; rather, it is one means of tracking the evolVing
design process,. A second checklist, may be termed the 'Assumptions
Checklist" and could take the following form:

//7 P

ASSUMPTI,VS CHECKLIST

1. Program elements assumed.
k

2. Activities assumed.

3. Documentation assumed.

4. Objectives assumed.

5. Control/contrast groups assumed.

6. Samplefsizes, etc. assumed,.

7. -1:Other data elements assumed.

8. Cooperation and access assumed.

The AssuMption Checklist is, clearly, a typification of the
evaluation design in terms of the research situation which is
Anticipated; It is the importance of clarifying what is expected
by a design which serves as our central theme. Much grief and
many false starts can be avoided if these assumptions are checked
before the evaluation design is, implemented. This it not to say
that all uncertainty can ever b_ removed from the evaluation
process, but certain precau-ionary measures can be very productive.

A quick determination of the plausibility of the various
assumptions can be made through relatively simple of various
information sources:

interviews wh program staff

search of program files

analysis .of program budaet(s)

acquisition of external documents



interviews with appropriate others
)

In the following pages we wiii discuss the individual assump-
tions, problems which'can arise if they are not met, how the above

--sources can be used to determine the plausibility"of the- assurnp-

tions and how to modify designs to cope with unmet assumptions..

Several of the -assumptions to be discussed share in common
eir derivation from enabling legislation and other desCriptions

of what the program "should be" and what people "should do." ("If
people always did what,they were-supposed to do, the Army wouldn't

need sergeants."--Anonymous.)

ams Exist As Legislated or Planned,

A program, as described, is often composed of numerous ele-

ments. A court diversi4A program might be described as,including
medical, vocational, legal, psychological and transportation com-

ponents. With this in mind, an elegant evaluation design might
be constructed which Would assess the integration of the several

components. The reality of the situation'qoul6 turn out to be

one in which there are several harried case* workers whose duties

are,largely undifferentiated. In this event, the effort which
went-into the evaluation design would be largely wasted as the
design is unsuitable to the reality. Before undert4king the
design work, interviews with program staff and inspections of
files and budgets; could have turned up the facts of the-matter.
Research questions which emerge in reference to the newlydeter-
mineclsituation include:

how are case assignm made

how is case manageMen _ality overseen?

how is' continuity assured in the face of staff
turnover?

The problem of assumed activities may be viewed as the
Process side of the assumed elements problem just discussed. To

continue the example of the court diversion program, the evalua
tion design may have assumed a relatively complete and sophisti-
cated intake "work -up" involving psychologiCal prOfile, medical
history, work and criminal histories, etc. If this activity is
not undertaken by a program, the evaluator may encounter diffi-
culties because certain analytic uses had ben intended for such
data elements. (This overlaps with the follOwing discussion
concerning documentation assumed.) For exatple,.the design may
have anticipated using intake data to "match" program narticipants

with non- partcinants, adjusting "outcome" in terms of background,

etc. In short, the design dan be in real difficulty. Again,

interviews with program staff, examination of files and budgets

AG



may assist ,the evaluator in determining what activities are going
on prior to creation Of the final design.

If the missing data elements are considered crucial to a
successul evaluation, the appropriate intake procedures may need
to be implemented - -at least on a sample basis. Otherwise, a more
modest and less poweilful evaluation design may be undertaken and
surrogate data elements sought. On the other hand, "missing ac-
tivities" can be of far more substanbe thah a " "missing data ""
problem. For example, let us assume that the mythical court
diversibh program was intended to emphasize special services for
female clients (such as child care facilities). A major focus of
the evaluation design tight well emphasize this program versus
other*'diversion programs without such female oriented activities.
If in fact the female oriented activities are absent or absurd
. {the child care facility is a rat inf
then the design Is largely inappropri
ficient--the resources to be expanded
ted with non-female oriented programs
little. The study design should thu'
perhaps adding a concern with the po
expectations on the part of female c

iMost evaluation designs anticipate the existence of certain
groups of observations for use in d4veloping comparisOns or con-
trasts. At minimum is the assumptiOn that somebody or something
has "received the treatment." To Ocpanci, a design typically
assumes some number of entities havk oarticipatied in the program
to be evaluated. Moreover, =an eval*tion will.twically anticipate
developing contrasts or comparisonq between participants and non-
participants. As mentioned previoisly, the experimental ideal
requires that participation and no -participatiqn be randomly
determined. Lacking random assignment by the investigator,
second best conditions obtain wherk "nature" appears to have
acted capriciously in assignment tii 'participation vs. non-
participation groups (i.e., without bias). An example of an
intended use of capriciousness in the environment appears in an
unpublished Federal Bureaii of Frisbns document in which the
research design had initially:

sted room withpo security)
to and certainly inef-
in contrasting female 0 en-
are productive of very
drop this facet while
ible effects of unmet
ents.

planned on selecting, for the comparison group,
federal offenders released directly to the

;..1 community (rather than through a Community
Treatment Center--C.T.C.). who are eligible and
have need for C.T.C. placement, but for some
reason (perhaps lack Of bed space in the area
of release) were not referred to a C.T.C.
(Emphasis added.)

This arrangement would be close to ideal, although the wise
skeptic would inquire into the nature of the referral process.
Where this situation -1.22:q= to hold, it is important to make
certain minimal check A on the similarities of the two groups.
The important: point in dealing with anything other than randomly

17



formed grotips is that one must guard against confusing. a. previous-

ly existing difference between groups with a post interyeittiOn'or

treatment effect.

'The point of this discussion is simply that if a design is

-dependent on some sort of treatment and comparison groups, their

ekistencershduld be confirmed prior to implementation of the

design. If the existence-ofSuch groups cannot be confirmed, then

the deSign needs to be modified (e.g., a quasi-experimental =

design) or the objective of conducting a quantitative evaluation

dropped entirely.
4

Many evalvtion designs assume the existence bf various

kihds of documentation regarding program activities, participants,

etc. Quite-frequently, deseriptions of information systems are

very widely off the mark and those which do exist may,'in fact,

only be accessible with muc}iLmanual effort: For example, the

evaluation of the court diversion program may,have anticipated
sampling among program "graduates" based on a list of such per-

sons. That list_may not exist. Instead, the evaluator may be
confronted by a list of program intakes and dates terminated with

no recorded information regarding reason for termination. 0i,

non-comparable lists may be maintained by different programs'
(e.g., the definitions of "graduate" may differ -one. program may

call an "intake" someone with one contact with the program where-

as another does not "log" a person as an intake until after three

months of participation, etc.). The problem of documentation is
probably one of the most troubleSome confronting the evaluator

within the criminal justice system. (probably the equal of "missing

groups" to be discussed). Whether the assumed existence of docu-

mentation is based on legislation and regulation or "common senSe"

it should never be permitted to guide an evaluation design.
Indeed, a,program director's word that certain data elements

exist is insufficient. The evaluatorshould undertake a 4sititt-

lation of the intended procedures and receive-yea specific
definitions of terms used, etc. Even when record keeping is not

-sloppy, it should be emphasized that administrative record systems

are not constructed and maintained with the evaluator in mind.

It is our contention that the weakness of many data systems
is the reason for many interview or survey type tudies. In the

case of our evaluation of the court diversion project, assume we
had been able to obtain a list of "graduates" (who are similarly
defined across programs) and then desired to search some. criminal
justice information system relative to future arrests, convictions

and parole revocations. This information system may require
birth date and race in addition to name in order, to screen for
duplicate names (i.e.,-more than one person with identical names),
data elements which may not be available from the program's files.
Moreover, the criminal justice information system.may "know"
about only those arrested, etc., subsequent to some date. In

this case, "success" may be defined in terms of omission and
various obvious pitfalls can be encountered under these ditions.



To summarize: law

do not assume information exists;

do not assume existing inforiftation is re-adily
accessible;

do riot assume definitions are consistent,

do not aSsume'infqFmation systems ardicompatible;
0

analyze the pkocess of inclus,ion and exclusion
for possible effects on your p oses.

The other side of the coin, of course, is that existing
information is almost free and maL be unique in the case of past
itlfoXmation. Whendesired information isirot available or is
flawed (in one, of the above senses), it will be necessarvti5
develop new *ihformation through interviews,.etc.,-or alter the
intended study design.

.

B. Programs and Program Environments Are Stable Over Time

Many programs, especially new a 'innovative ones, constantly,
change in major ways'as they ,respond to the internal proceSses:Olt
development and implementation and to external demander an4 cares -'/
sures from clients or other interested,r roups. 1 is implb.rtane
to.determine the am9unt'of program and ?perating e vironmeht
variability during the des*gn stage of an evaluation so that
stability is not mistAkenWassumed.

Two distinct steps read to be undertaken in regardjothe
'potential for instability:

(determination of amount and nature Apfchanaes

impact pfachange on evaluation design

Just as in the preceding section, intervi.ews.with various or UPS -
involved with the program as'well as inspection of fileS and-
other documentary sources.-_y be adequate to determine the kind
and quantity of change surroundi the object of the intended
evaluation study. Some of the ki-ds of change to look fOr.,,are;,

turn-over in staff and possible change in'
operating philosophy, gals and Style

changes. in priority level assigned to prOoram
by "society," criminal justice system and
funding sources

-12--



.changAkin thei,na tire or level' of the
addresse0 by the program

tion of other, institutional e

sott how impinge on the substantive
concern

Then changes in any of 'the a ove areas-are detected, t

tout 'be recorded in ternia of a eMporal sequence'Withsore
attempt at quantifying the 'dearee`if change.. Ataff complements-,

OU69eta and people, courts, etF., affected _e relati.Vely straight-

:forwardniOdes of guantifation.. Changes in operatihtl style,may

be more difficult to gli4tify'in retrosp ct blot some subjective

notion that a change waS relatively drdm tic or not may be

Ipossible.
%

The purpose of this review of stability, (or,more,li)Oly
instability) over time is to determine the approoriate,JOh*racter

6f ,a given evaluatioi-i task% While analytic and:,intertiVetive.pro-
,

cedures appropriate to dynam p programs are di Sed

following section. (Ipterpretive Pitfalls)vour eriOiere the

Anticiqatiqh of-probtems to ,be caused by ch gang grams nd

a1777.ionments .Where programs are found to ange -Juding their

:opetating environments) the following 'clues _s to be raised

relative to the impact of change on an eV

can different "stages" in
of operation be def4ned?:,

can diffe ope
typified?

what variability in id and
quality can be antiiii_ t4,.a s the above

, ts:Jeimensions?

bailable ev sourcei insuffici nt
'lie ate, competen all the prograin-

e yironent ni. identified above?

To summarize, abil., y of programs and e ronnients

Oyer time can increase the, r4pge of variability. f- at is beinci

!-evaXuat and can enrich 'an evaluation study. als can,, how-

ever, p ide kodl'few examples,(whether jur1s,dictions,\ neighbor-

hoods- Tents, etc.) for statistical analysis or demand more

resou a than are available. _.,,,In the case of too few examples,

the ev- atom ay e t to re4n%mend a qualitative "case study"

approach and _
abiishment of a data acquisition system which

could support n evluation in the longer run. In the instance'

An which the ngebi orleratinTdivorsity derandS more resources
than have 1 ocated for el/A16ative purposes, one approach to

be- cpnsider s lection of one or more PrOpram-environment

- configurati s wh poT§sess tilemo significance for policy and
,

deCisionab,purposeS. rlutting-,
over two approaches tooether,

N 1-,
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gone might dhoOse to -pt a case study approach for programs in
heir early "learning" tatage and a quantitative study for programs
'their mature stages

Conventional Cxiteria or Goals are Appropriate to Project
and Prog'ram,Evaluation

When we:pteak of evaluating programs it is usually in terms.
of, sOme-set bf objectives. While legislation and prograMdescrip-
tionS may yield some set-of objectives, the determination of
-eriting objebtives, their priorities and causal relationships

May b4 less than obvious.; For example, a drug abdse treatment
program may be judged in terms of total abstinence from (say)
opiates on the part of the program clients. This has quite often
been the criterion utilized in assessing treatment programs and
was probably informed,- at least partially, by the conventional
wisdom that "-once an addict turned to opiate abuse he would once/
again, develop a very expensive habit. If, instead, a drdg abuse

. tretnt program sees its purpose to be the Minimization of the
cost ota client's habit, less emphasis may be placed on absti-
nende than on retaining clients and reducing their levels of drug

- use (and'hence, presumably, their need to participate in criminal
activity). Within this setting, abstinence becomes one of
several criteria against which the performance of the program can
be,measured, with cost and cost reduction entering as additional
crite ia. Given the rationale by which drug abuse has been
-elat(dto criminal activity?, this linkage ought also to be
asses-d, if possible. Irr_pAher words, the objective of reduced
drug abUi'e-is instrumental relative to reduced criminal activity.
In cases where the program appears to have succeeded relative to
drug abuse, has criminal activity been reduced as compared to
cases wheye the program appears to have failed relative to drug
abuse reddetion? It is important to note that in many cases, the
objectives of a program may not have been well articulated and

., the responsibility of the evaluator may include such objectives
clarification together with the development of their (presumed}
causal linkages. A program intended to train elderly citizens
to protect 'themselves from criminal assaul,t_May have the worth=
While effect of wising the elderly to feel more secure and
hence more apt to venture out of their apartments. In addition
to the objective of reducing assaults upon the elderly, the
enhanced quality of life enjoyed by those who now feel more
secure i$ obviously another desirable outcome.

Researchers in various fields have recognized both the
importance and difficulty of causing an organization or program
`to clearly specify objectives and goals, their inter-connections
and relatdive priorities. In designing an evaluation, these
issues must he adlrc od, most likely_ through the following
procedures:

1a-



inreTviews with program administrators can
elicit operating definitions of "'success"
(e.g., "What would you like to be able to
include in an annual report?")

interviews with those "on the firing line"

can determine how they assess their own
performance.

interviews with various staff members as well

as inspection of job de-criptions, etc., can

-'assist in determining desired personnel
chatacteristics.

By developing these and other information sources, tht

evaluator can construct a set of operational objectives and

oals and then turn to the problem of deriving measures for thtm.

reguently, the eva. ator will have completed a "first pass" in

this regard only to discover, upon reflection, that further

digging is necessary. poi- example, what is the appropriate

meatsure: an absolute measure of performance, or absolute, amount

of)change Or percentage change? At this stage, the intimate

liikage between policy and methodology is most evident. The

evaluator, pushing for greater urecision in measurement, presses

the policy maker_for greater-gpecificity and precision. It is

important to note, in this rieBard, that the evaluator must make

this sort of decision quite explicit.



CHAPTER III

INTERPRETIVE yITFALLS

Given that one has some data in hand and those data have
-been analyzed by someone conetent, interpretation of the num-
ibers is no simple, clockwork procedure. In this section,
attention is directed to some of the "obvious" interpretations
which may prove false.

The pitfalls and other topics discussed in this chapter
are all Concerned with two basic, policy relevant question6

what ae the true sources of program success
including necessary conditions?

whit. _are likely or plausible con= aints on
transfer or expansion?

A. "Anything will Work" for a treat Leader

In many instances of program evaluation, conclusions
regefaing important influences on program success have empha-
sized the significant role played by leadership. It is impor-
tant to recognize that innovative approaches in almost any area
may attract certain "innovators" who radiate some particular
charm and dynamism (perhaps charismatic Y. Hence, pilot programs,
demonstration projects, etc., may be quite successful solel.y
because of the characteristics of their leaders (i.e., the
structure and mode of operation of the program may be irrele-
vant to success). But such leadership char_cteristics may not
be available in sufficient supply if one des'res to implement
such programs on a large scale. Purthermore, should such mas-
sive implementation be undertaken, the dynamic innovators may no
longer be interested and those who stay may "burn out,' losing
the effectiveness which initially caused the. pilot programs to
be successful. The evaluator and the consumerof'the evalua-
tor's work must consider both the potential "leader effect" and
the question of replicating that leader to expand the popul -

tiOn served by a giVen type of program.



In order to investigate this potential problem it is impor-

tant to gather information regarding leader or director charac-
teristics including style of operation, educational attainment,
work history (including level of job turnover), personal interests,

etc. Two simple questions can be asked of the data:

do all tht- prolec,_ directnrs of a certain type.
of project have Dome thincis in c'_.rImmt-n? (The
common*lity could be something abstract such as
eclectIc interests or atypical occubati nal/

educational hitories.)

how much of the vitlahl ity- in ,success

can be associated kit 'he pro loct (Lrectors'

characteristics?

Prescriptive Checkli

1. Collect inform.it t,,n
in terms of background, oNee
(if possible)

Of ich p_ooram leader
tiny philosophy

2. Compare l,rocjr,am eaders to determini: any cop mona 1 i t ies

do they .a11 have unil al caleer histories ?)

3. Is there anything about the leader population which
makes them "odc3 lairds" unlikely 7' available in sufficient

supply to suppo'r't lroyr.in expansion tenfold?

4., Is there any i d i cat ion that those who have held he

leader's position longest ire exprriencincl reduced effectiveness

or are considering leaving?

5. relationship be
tics and m effect ivenes.

J:ross "Cult' " Transfer.

n "leader characteris-

Prol>1ematic

We use the term "culture" in a very_ bro i ve manner

to describe those traits, practice's and attitudes which vary for

ethnic and other social groupings (including social classes),
What is proliosed is the principle that the effectiveness of
various program; depen(h; on certain conditions which may be

termed "cultural. Iii assesilind A prO je's't or prodram it is

desirable to note f c,r whom and in Wti.i t ire.i i the operations
appear to have max iniiiin eff Mwovert some understandingot
the cultural elemen iii which program ends i desired, par-

ticularly in the '.i< of a _,Ict fir pro F.il which operated

under condit ic,ris o' cult 1 homogeneity. In short what works

for a middle class, whit c', air kIn population (say, a divers i

_



program) may not be effective without modification among rural
native Americans. The evaluator should expend reasonable efforts
to collect data concerning sub-cultural attributes of a pro}ect
or program's target population and to make note of plausible con-
nections between such traits and a program's mode of operation
and relative success.

Prescr ii't l ve (21-leek

1. Collect ._ descriptive of cultural background
ot "participants" (1 .e . , niaf I, cl lent s, L population, etc.)
including s o c i a l class, -e p -v!ii.44, ial/ethnic
characteristics.

2. Are the cult ch racteristics
or diverse?

3. To the the'e vu
cultural elements assoc

lversI
n.

.'ely constant

any

4. the there is li cultural --sity, can
you identity possib _ am characte ics (or elements) which
are "culture bound" ...';ill likel require mod if ication in
another cultutal con-ex!

Operating Environments Chanoo

Just as a
uF)on Sofia: cultura
a l r o ram may he U U
anent but not 1;`,

curtailed thrce.iclh

program have
clients. 'Mould c

env.'

()/1example
drugs) which cAn he affecte

iminal pis ice..tem,
be no contl

t rat 1011 may t >e contingent
aits the population, Sc), too,

a operating environ-
availability of street heroin is

)ther mechanism, a drug abuse treatment
enviable rucord of recruiting and holding
lates again heome readily available on the

it`Y, may become history. this
environmental kavailabil_ t y of illicit

ttorts Of various components of
,itonmental f rs may not

Th t ' I I , fil 1 y ( ' I I , I I ,Ire 1 aC / I -) / Ill wIi

! ) 1 1 ': , I I I , . I I I ; ; ' l
, i I , 1 III!, Iv, community-based

... i 1'li1[111 (Ott'm l':1(11( low dropout rates du
wintel months and hidher tates diving the summer. Similar i,
dming p riods ot economi,' lecession pioperty crimes often

i
increase ..'oich facto's are mole than statistical "problems"
he dealt with analyti,,ally, fr,1 they also vopiesent teal-world
facts which impinge ,nal pt(lqi.Int. In the CAlill of
fw,i!ionAl I1lf(-1!, ton example to- amming of clients might well-
, al.., t he!.e .t t 0,id mitt' c)yi A ,i f I n ,InA, I 111 I ITIW (.t di f I VI iruit

lti



kinSS of cc unity based Corrections programs might b' deemed

appropriate for sun belt states in which the inducement 'Af harsh

weather is absent.

PrescriTtve Check

1. ColleCt information concerning the operattag IsriviZQn-

nt of the program, specifically those environmental factors

hich are both subject to change and'are though potentially,

related to program functioning

2. Relate e nvironment_al in mat

information--both across programs single

time.

ormance
over

3. Where data insufficient for the above sorts of

analysis, it is esspecia important that plausible conjecture

be undertaken in this regar

If a

ar

Quite frequent , (liven

evaluated in terms cif i prototype or demonstrat ion project (quite

appropriately, by the way, fur too often broad quage social

programs have been implemented On a very large scale with little

or no evaluation of their effectiveness or consideration of their

unintended consequences--witness the number of high rise slums in

our nation's cities). Assuming the -)type project

evaluated as relatively successful, p annt rs and policy formula-

tors may feel justified in expanding r i# lei gram. Some thought

should be directed, however, to the va it us ways in which the
prototype's small size and unique status may pra4 belly explain

its success, such that this level of success can not reasonably
be projected to a circ'at ly expancied preerne.

ed and

The "Hawthor( eft- " is well known in social research. In

its must yeneral sense, the term refers to the effect of exposure

to a relatively unique s1.t uation (including the presence of
researchers ask i net ms) which can have significant impact

on results (in the original 11 ,twthc me study, productivity of

workers in a Western Electr assembly facility was the object of

interest). That one is part i ating in "something special" can

have remarkable fte s on th ft thers involved with A

program. This 1l t c t.t1 !itatwi wi 11 no longer be an at of

the program when 1 y expanded and'hence the expand
program cannot be pro as a sins le expans with simple

multiple benefits.

A prototype lq(),
larger system. If

Aril c nn n AH n small flactor w hin
enH1Vc ci inn plev ntion techniques are

1 tt



..0 ,
,

imposed upon a relatively small leographic.area, crime may b.
reduced within the target area. However, the crime reduction may
in part by a reflection of displacement of criminal behavior to
areas outsidE he target zone. Again,'results from the small'
vrogram cann -be'projected simply to a proposed larger program.
Similarly, t _- existence of one relatively open correctional,
facility within a larger_system of other corrections facilities
presents problems of-analysis and interpretation. The success of
the open facility may, in part, be dependent on the tacit threat
represented by:-the continued existence of stricter institutions
to which offenders can be transferred for infractions of the rules.
In short, the strict institution may be necessary to the success
of'the open institution. Should an entire aorrectionaLsystem
be, transformed into totally open instutions, one would have little
basis on whidh to predict system success, from the experience of
the single facility.

1.

unique?

Preseriptive.Checislist

the program a prototype or otherwise relatively

2. Is there a sense of participating in ."sclimeth"ng
special" among relevant actors?

3. Assess potential for "displacement," etc.

4. What is the relation of the prototype program to
"main stream" programs?

5. What are other problems associated with broad scale
implementation?

E. Individuals Are Not Groups: the Ecological Fallacy

Social research analysts,-criminal justice system analysts
included, often operate with several units of analysis. On
occasion, the units may be individual persons, at other times,
census units or other geographic areas, and at.othersi programs.
All of which, is well and appropriate except when the differences
.between these units and the ways in which they are--or are not--
relatecrto each other, are igored. If one determines the
relation between the median personal income of neighborhood areas
and the proportion of children within those areas in need of
youth sere es, one has not determined the relationship of those
two variablts for families or cities or anything other than,neioh-
borhoods. Whereas median personal income may tell us a great
deal:about a neighborhood in terms of residential mobility,
youth culture, availability of various amenities, etc., those are
not attributes of a family with a given income (residence in
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neighbOrhood.with a given median income is an attribute of a IP'

given family and'that.contextual attribute may be of significance

in uncle- standing the bigi1716FEF the members of the family, inde-

dentlbt that 'family's income). The problem discussed,. that of

tibutinO group level findings to individuals, is known as the
That is, what is true of the neighborhood,

ie not. rue of every individual or family in the neighborhood.
this fallacy,haS a complementary cousin which is sometimes' termed

the. "fallacy of composition." This second fallacy entails pro-

-jectione from,individual level findings to higher order units (or,

more generally/ the projection upward from smaller units to larger

units). An example from outside the criminal justice area, which

is hypothetical,.but plausible, is the following:

persons enjoying higher incomes are exposed to
.lower levels of air pollution than those with
lower incomes; but

areas with higher median incomes have higher
levels of air'pollution.

The first, individual level finding, relates to the ability to

avoid pollution which higher incomes enable individuals to under-
take (i.e., residing in cleaner suburbs, etc.). The second, area
level finding, relates to the association of polluting industry

with income generation. Thus, if a policy maker looked at the
individual level finding with a desire to reduce the level of
polluticih, the resulting policy could be 'absurd.. Similarly, a

program which focuses on individuals does not necessarily have

the collective impact which might be inferred from individual

:level data.

All of which is to say that conclusions based on data on one
unit of analysis can be transferred to another unit of analysis

only with great caution. The "great caution" term should be,under-

stood, however, insofar as extrapolation is possible when accom-
panied by some model (or at least under anding) of the different

mechanisms operating at different level of analysis and reality.

Prescri Checklist

1. Are all variables approgitiate to the same unit of

analysis (person, neighborhood, etc.)?

2. Are all relationships stated at the same level of

analysis?

3. Note appropriateness of contextual anal:sis in which
collective attributes are assigned to individuals (e.g., type of
neighborhood can be used to describe an individual's experiences,

-resources, etc.).

4. Specify mechanisms which serve to explain the relation-
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ehj.p8 ong variables at different levels of ana

Constrained. Populations: Selective Recruitment and Diffeten.-
tial Attrition

Mhere'special,situations obtain, extension of findings ,(and
Even the validity of conclusions) may be gUestionable. "Regres-
sicm effect" is a technical, statistical term which refers to an
OM observed fact: the most extreme'` are about to become less
extreme. Thia, by the way, is not a universal truth (the oppo-
sit.ephenomeppn-,auto-correlation or positive feedbackcovers
the Viparent'truth that suCcess begets success and failure begets

Ragreapion effect, put most simply, assumes that a
portion of any °nerved measure is transitory (e.g.,. the heaviest
person in a class is heaviest ,on the day of weighing; in part,
bwatuse)that person has been on a recent eating binge and /or
skipped' normal -physical activity; and that this person id about
to return to normal activities). In the field of cri inal
justice evaluations, a classic example has beep offer d by
CerapbeLl-0 et al.6

The important point is that analysis based on extreme cases
needs to be informed by possible reasons for an observed change.

The selectionof cases for inclusion in a program, whether
individual or something as large scale as an overall program for
'high crime areas, can impact upon the ability of a planner to
extend those findings. A program implemented in extreme cases
_(however defined) is'operating.in a rarified environment. When
-the pmgtam is extended to less extreme situations, things may be
. very different. Where a problem is extreme (whether in the indi-
v-idAwl case or the community) practices may be accepted and be
effective, whereas in a less extreme case, the same approach
might be neither accepted nor effective.

The problem of differential mortality or attrition of program
partici pants is another means by which observed results can be
misleading. For example, in many instances, some form of
_uCCeSS" removes a case from further participation in a program.

This results in a potentially significant difference between the
coriposition and characteristics of program participants at a
given point in time and the composition and characteristics of
those entering and those exiting the program. The removal of
successes, can have substantial operational significance which
goes beyond the problems of an evaluator as narrowly defined.
Further, if successful program directors tend to move upward or
otherwise leave the positions in which they proved themselves,
there can be obvious implications for program-functioning. The
evaluator whip spots such a tendency should be prepared to docu-
mehtit, spell out the operational ramifications and suggest
management procedures to deal with it.
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Prescriptive Checklist

1. Selection processes need to be descr_bed elative. to
program participationare we seeing the best, or the worst Of
some situation?

2. Determination of alternative means by which "cases" can
disappear from a program.

3. To what degree can the above conditions change inter-
pretation of results?

Absence of Total Rigor Totally Invalidates the Results of a
Study

While the thrust o- this manual is its orientation with
'respect toprOblems and pitfalls, it is not_entirely,gloomy. More
than one federal policy maker has been heard to express a desire
for a "one handed evaluator' because of their exasperation over
evaluation studies which conclude with the form, 1On the one
hand.... but on the other hand....

_n those studies which received very-large levelS of
support in order to achieve definitiveness have not always been
successful. At the conclusion of data analysis too many evaluaa
tive studies are flawed by an undue modesty due to perceived
methodological inadequacies. The policy maker is interested in
something which has relevance to decisions. Seldom is a study so
flawed that nothing can be said -- although this possibility should
have been considered while completing the "Requirements Check-
list." Indeed, where the evaluator feels that almost nothing can
be salvaged because of some "fatal flaw," it would be advisable
to return to the Requirements Checklist to repeat the exercise.
Elsewhere ("Capitalizing on Adversity") problems encountered in
the conduct of an evaluation are discussed as unanticipated conse-
quences. Here, however, our concern is with addressing the
issues about which the evaluation originally anticipated develop-
ing information.

The evaluator may be able to document that a program his an
impact in the intended direction without being able to document
the precise ways in which the impact is effected. Competing in-
terpretations (e.g.,' Hawthorne effect, seasonal effects) have
been discussed as cautionary notes. No Matter the reason, a
program may be said to work, while recognizing that a program is

a complex and dynamic entity. Understanding the limitations of
extending program findings has beendiscIssed at length. Here,
instead, we emphasize the need (with all appropriate provisos) to



report the actual, empirical,findings.

An associated issue arises concerning the range of observa-
tions available to the evaluator. The more measures we have
available for independent analysis, the moreEWFaray we can have
concerning conclusions. For example, the Westinghouse Justice
Institute' prepared a:Summary of Parole Enhancement Programs'
Technical Assistance, Needs and Problems. Fourteen dimensiorW

mrelative to program management and operation were assessed for
each program. Although the purpose of the Westinghouse survey
was the determination of Technical Assistance needs, it could be
interpreted as similar to a part of an evaluation. While the
evaluator must beware of drowning in a mass of data, the avail
bility of different sub-elements or components of an overall
concept, all (or at least most) of which point in the same
direction, enhances the credibility of analytic findings. This
approach is somewhat akin to that involved in repeated imposition
of study designs across different populations, except that in the
current case variables or measures,rather than populations, are
varied.

Finally, the evaluator should recognize the,needS of various
consumers of the evaluation. Whether or not the given program
can be said to "work" or not, various independent findings may ,

be of interest to policy makers. Hopefully, the evaluator can be
sensitive to the needs and interests of the various consumers of
the evaluation such that various unanticipated findings can be
appropriately communicated.



CHAPTER IV

CAPITALIZING ON ADVERSITY

The evaluation researcher, monitor and decision making
evaluation consumer all bring different perspectives' to the
conduct of an evaluation. Here we are interested in exploring
the uses of factors in the evaluation situation which the eva-
luat6researcher may view as troublesome. Our primary conten-
tion is that, too. often, evaluators adopt a certain sort of
tunnel vision in which purposes are very narrowly defined (as

if a gold prospector were to become infuriated because his pick
were dulled by hitting a two pound diamond). What we offer
here are examples of a more general phenomenon. It is hoped
that, through diicussion of these instances, an appreciation of
the more general principle will be nurtured. One formulation of
the principle would be

if you'encounter a "problem" which was unanti-
cipated, there are probably many. Others involved
within the criminal justice system who don't
know about itand you are their eyes and ears,

A. Deviation of Programs from Legislative or Planning Speci-
fications are Valuable for -Policy and Planning Audiences

The deviation of programs from legislative or planning
specifications is troublesome to the evaluator in that the
evaluation's primary mandate was to determine if Program-A works.
Thus, when the evaluator discovers that various programs called
"type A" vary significantly from enabling legislation, etc. the
evaluation.of A-type programs is in difficulty.' Obviousl-- we
cannot answer the question, "Does A Work?" when we can't ind an
A. On the other hand, two new questions arise:

do the variants of A show significant differences
in terms of effectiveness?

why do the operational programs deviate from the
legislated programs?,
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the case of the fit question, one exploiting the
"natu 1" variability among programs. The variability among
programs may.well dilute the statistical pOwer of certain'intended
analyses but the evaluator is to study the effectiveness of pheno-
mena. As an example, assume the evaluator is to study the effect-
iveness' of therapeutic communities in community-based corrections
programs for youth. Whereas the original evaluation design.,anti-
cipated homogeneity of "therapeutic communities" the reality
encountered is one of great diversity from "therapeutic-less"
residential7fecilities to programs with intense, confrontational
'encounters, little "free time" etc. Whereas the number of cases
exposed to "identical" treatment. has been reduced, the range of
treatment types to be analyzed has been expanded. Thus, Program
As can be contrasted to Program A2. While the original design
has been compromised, the intent has been enriched.. Moreover, if
no differences among the variants can be identified with respect
to-effectiveness (nature of clients taken into account), then one
may have discovered that the so-called treatment activities are
irrelevant and that something else, such as "residentness" is the
crucial treatment. All of which is speculative here, but our
point is that the evaluator must be flexible and ready to listen
to the data when the unanticipated occurs.

An institutional question is suggested by the deviation of
programs from specifications, as mentioned above. Is it because ,

program staff believe they have a better way? Or is it that some
resourc9s,presumed by the specifications are not available? In
the latter case, it may be that certain skills are not available
in the work force which can be recruited at specified wage levels,
etc. Investigation of the "Why?" question with respect to program
deviation can be of very real assistance to program managers and
others.

A final question which can be raised in this event has to do
with whether the deviations can be considered disruptive to the
original policy objectives. This may well entail a relatively
subjective judgment (although supported by factual Observations)
but could prove as valuable as more "objective" findings.

That Programs Are Dynamic May Indicate Modes of Institutional
Learning Which Can Be Transferred

When ptograms change their mode of operation over time, the
evaluator's undertaking is complicated in muchthe same way it
was in the preceding example. Onceagain,, however, we are given
the opportunity both to study a broader range of program varia-
bility:than anticipated and to learn something about the dynamics
(or life -1-istories) of programs of certain types. Since the
first que'stion is of the same variety as that discussed within
the preceding section, we turn directly to-itlle question of the
Iv lutionary dynamics of programs. In the case of community anti-
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espict SOM AvolutiOn (and, perhaps,
riMe prog WS J or exaMpl it is peg y reasonable to-

e as well) and th"

"learning urveer. r such programa. a things which ought to be

unddrstoo not' 1y. in terms of relet ve effectivenees, but
point* at which Specific forms of ASNietancemight prove parti-
cularly beneficial.' While Conducting' the traditional evaluation,
it,ia advisable to maintain chronological-recCkds concerning
organizationardynamics of Vle,sprt appropriate to a,case study.

Again, while the evolution 9f the ptegram is an unanticipated
event, it provides both a finding ,as well as an opportunity. for
additional resedtch topics of direct policy relevance. rurtherr

More, the modes of.evdlution of different programs can be con-
trasted and some assessment 'of relative costs' and befiefita among
the:alternative evolutionary modes can be made. The evolutionary
farm, adopted by a given program is not necessarily the'best one

,.and this assessment can prove invaluable in assisting new programs

in the future.-

C. Attempts. to Conceptualize and Operationalize "Appropriate"
Objectives and Goal's Can Impact Planning and Legislative
Langu age and Procedures

Goals and 'objectives of programs are often enunciated in
extremely broad, general terms. --An evaluator, on the other hand*
requires that measurable objectives be specified. One of the
evaluator's frequent tasks, therefore, is to work with program
staff and others in developing observable and measurable trans-
lations of their broad-guage gal and objective statements. This

effort can prove productive for purposes which go well beyond the
conduct of the evaluation. For example, a program designed to
reduce criminal exploitation of the elderly might mention:

'enhanced safety of the elderly in their
neighborhoods

enhanced safety of,the elderly 'within residences

enhanced sense of security of the elderly,
relative to criminal attack

Alternative approaches to these three objectives are avail

able, both in terms of program tactics and evaluation measure-
ments. As the evaluation staff works with the operations staff
in translating these objectives into a set of measurable indica-
tors and articulating the assumed or hypothesized relationships
among the objectives, new insights can be expected on the part of
the operations staff. For example, it will often be the case that
objectives become elaborated into sub-objectives with a logical-

temporal sequence. In this way, the evaluator's demand for some
clarity about evaluation criteria can become a useful stimulus to

program staff to clarify their purposes and the instrumental
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means by which them objectives ari to be gaine

Failure to Find a."Pseudo Control Group" is Itself a Finding,
Perhaps Relative to Recruitment Efficiency

-Program evaluations are often undertaken with the presumption
that a "pseudo control group" can be identified. Whethelothe
analytic units are persons, neighborhoods or other entities, the
design is foundedon the assumption that we can find a group of
units, similar to the "treatment group". with the exception that
they have not been treated. In the author's experience, this
assumption is often not met (as discussed earlier). While this
is troublesome to the conduct of the evaluation (as designed) it
constitutes a significant finding with respect to program func-
tioning and (with respect to programs impacting persons) recruit-
ment or organizations (with respect to community programs). This
is not to say that the progr effectiveness has been evaluated
but something of worth has b deterMined

To sumaarize. this section, when the unexpected throws a
monkey wrench into an evaluation design, that which is unexpected
may constitute a finding and may also offer the basis for a
revised design. Again, keep in mind the numerous audiences to
be served by the evaluator within the criminal justice system.
Disappointing news to _e evaldation manager may be, mportant
input for some policy -aker.
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APPENDIX A

DISCUSSION: VARIABLES

A variable, for our purposes, is something we observe and
for which we can characterize differences or variations. The
simplest sort of variable is a "dichotomous attribute" composed

of Only twolialpgories. For example, the governing entity has
or has not ilislituted a given program, a prison releases either
does or does not recidivate within six months of release, etc.
Different writers use somewhat differentNvocabularies to discus's

classes of variables and the following treatment will attpmpt to
serve as a mode of translation across the several traditions
which give rise to the different vocabularies.

Ezplanatory_Variables

Explanatory variables are those which are used as the basis
for developing an explanation of the variability of other
variables. Several sorts of explanatory variables may be encoun-
tered. An independent variable (which may also be termed a
predictor varUable, or a desi n variable) is the basic type of

explanatory variable. In the following statements, "A" fials,
the space which would be occupied by an independent or predictor

variable:

recidivism is positively predicted by A;

the higher the median i of a police force, the
lower the response time;

the A of a community is not predictive of the
level of assaultive crimes reported.

Note that in the latter case, "A" fills a slot for an independent

1- variable even though it is said to be ineffective as a predictor.
This point is important; to say of a variable that it is "inde-
pendent" is to indicate its location in the logical sequence of

analysis without regard to its actual effect. MOrepver, a givri
variable may be independent for one step in an analysis and some-

-, thing else in another- -more of this in a moment. Typically, the
uses of the terms, "independent" and "predictor," in thi. regard

N
are identical, with the following proviso:



In the case of experiments, "design variable
are descriptive of treatment conditions or
levels (as distinct from "variables of measure-
ment")

In the case of non- xperiments, such as sample
surveys, the term ma be used to describe the
sampling procedures a applied over different
populations (for example, urban vs. rural).

any event, it is important to keep in mind that each
est terms is synonymous at a fairly abstract level--that

they are explanatory and hence they precede certain other kinds
of variabblep in the cause-effect logic of the research. It

should also be recognized that multiple independent variables

can be, and often are introduced simultaneously. such analyses

are normally termed, "multivariate."

inttalstallYILPAbles

Intervening variables con itute another class of explana-
tory variables and have direct relevance for program evaluation.
A program I- said to have objectives which promot the attain-

ment of go Thus, if "A" represents a program level of
effort (or performance, etc.,) "B" represents a0bieveMent of

some objective and "C" represents attainment of goals. We may

ask:

A promote H?

Does B promote

Does A promote

Consider the following statement concerning the Indian Health
Service and its relati inship to juvenile delinquency:

rneofar as the program treats Indian youth
for mental and emotional disabilities and
for drug abuse, it addresses factors believed
to cause delinquent behavior.

In this case, some measure of treatment is the independent
variable, the client's mental and emotional status is the inter'
vening varibale, and the delinquent behavior is the dependent.
variablethat is, it is the result which is to be explained by
the explanatory variables.

Of particular interest to the evaNator, in addition to
asking the obvious question regarding the relation Of the inter-
voninq variablf to the dependent variable, is the relation of the
independent variable to the dependent variable apart from that

due to the intervening variable. In the example above, there may
i some influence on the level of delinquent behavior which does



not operate through the intervening variable identified.

For example, the exposure of youth to a certain type of
adult role model may result in alteredcareer aspirations and
longer temporal orientation. This in turn may reduce the
desire for immediate gratification through delinquent activi-
ties. If this were to prove true, the ramifications may be
more profound fo program planning than any results which eva-
luate the pro- am -tbept going inside the black box to under-
stand the ceases which are operating. Put'si_ply,.if the
adult r e model were to have appreciable impa-i significant
economi s might be effected by delivering this "treatment."
-hat i exposure to a certain type of adult role model may be

e cost-effective than "therapy" for thebulk of the popu-
lation it risk.

Interaction Effects

Interaction effects are frequently encountered in the con-
duct of evaluation research. They occur when the a effect
of two or more explanatory variables is other than the sii
suM of their individual effects upon the dependent variable.
Numerous terms exist in the literature to riesc be variables
-which behave in this manner. Among the more ommon,terms are:

intensifier, or catalytic variable

suppressor variable

multiplicative (as opposed to additive) effect

No matter the name used, this situation poses interesting prob-
lems, particularli in the instance in

if
the investigator is

unaware of one of the interacting variables. In this case, f
the unrecognized variable has'an "appropriate value" another
explanatory variable may appear to have no effect, or, if the
unrecognized variable achieves a different value, the explanatory
variable can appear to have a very strong impact on the dependent
variable. In the case in which studies (or components thereof)
seem to differ in terms of the effectiveness of a program, it
may be that the interactive phenomenon is operating. Thus, one
needs to search for what distinguishes the successful programs
from the other programs and thereby hope to detect the other
variablit in an interaction effect.

Depeadent Variables

These represent the phenomena to be explained by the
explanatory variables already discussed. Dependent variables
are also sometimes referred to as ":Literion" variables. In any
-event, the research question is clef

Does the nature of what we observe when we
measure the dependent variable depend on
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- the nature of what we observe when we measure
the independent and intervening variables?

Once again, a variable is a dependent variable because of
a decision as to its place within an analysis, whether or not
it is in fact dependent upon the explanatory variables. Note
that it is variabili fr in the dependent variable which is to be
understood in terms f variability in independent variables.
Because of this, tabular presentations relating explanatory to
dependent variables should state something like the average
(arithmetic average, median, etc.) or the percentage of "suc-
cesses," etc. Thus, a table relating recidivism and occdPa-
tiOnal level would probably make more sense ifixecidivism rates
were stated for each of several occupational strata (that is,
recidivism is the dependent variable and occupational level is
the independent variable), rather than one which stated the per-
centage of semi-skilled persons (say) for each of several levels
of recidivism.

PERCENTAGE RECIDIVISM
BY

OCCUPATIONAL STATUS

Managerial
Unskilled Skilled and

Labor Labor . Clerical Professional Total

PERCENTAGE UNSKILLED
BY

TIME TO RECIDIVISM

-,-

,Less than Less than Less than Less than
two months six months twelve months two years Total

To summarize, a variable is constituted of some number of
Categories or values such that, for any given observation, one

iand only one of the categories is appropriate. Which is to say
that, ideally, the categories are exhaustive and mutually exclu-
sive over some class of observations.



APPENDIX B

DISCUSSION: CORRELATION

A great deal of evaluation work involves relating two or
more variables (see Appendix A). In the strict, technical
stseet the term, "correlation," refers to a limited set of sta-
tistical measures, or coefficients. More generally, however,
we -goy that two variables are correlated if they show. some
association and this will serve as the basis of this discussion.

As an example, consider the following data derived from
Table 3, Pre-Adjudicatory Detention in Three Juvenile Courts,
(u. Department of Justice, LEAA, NCJIS, Utilization of Criminal
Justice Statistics -- Analytic Report 8, 1975):

Detention Decision Outcomes
by Sex

Memphis-Shelby County

Detention Decision
Outcome Female Male Total

Not detained 46.3% 57.9%
(978) (3,238) (4,216)

4 Detained 53.7% 42.1%
(1,135) (2,354) (3,489)

TOTAL (2,11 3) (5,592) (7,705)

A great deal of information exists in such a tabular presentation
and this is only a portion of the published table, which included
data for three areas in addition to Memphis-Shelby County. An
ordellY inspection of the table will draw- out the,following
pieces of information:

a total of 7,705 cases are represented;
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more than twice as many males as females are
represented (5,592 males and 2,113 females);

somewhat more of the cases were not detained
than were detained (4,216 were not detained
and 3,489 detained).

At this stage, we have exhausted the univariate (single variable)
information available and are prepared to inspect the internal
distribution which is termed bivariate as it considers the 3oint
distribution of sex and detenabn decision outcome. Note that
the percentages sum to one hundred going down the columns. That
is, percentages have been computed on the basis of sex so that
we can speak of the percentage of women who are detained (53.7%)
as compared to the percentage of men'who are detained (42.1%).
Because we chose to have percentages sum to one hundred for each
Sex, we would say that sex is the independent variable and de-
tention decision outcome is the dependent variable. This is the
appropriate decision if we wish to use sex to enhance our under-
standing of detention decision outcome. On the other hand, had
we been interested in assessing needs for female and male deten-
tion capacities, we would be better served by reversing the roles
of the two,variables--specifically, that males constitute two-
thirds of thode detained (2,354/3,489), It should be noted that
many popular computer programs for such tabular analyses report
three percentages for' each cell in a table:

percentages based on column totals? (as in our
example);.

percentages based on row totals;

percentages based on 'die table (corner) total.

Each of these figures serves a different analytic purpose, but
can overwhelm the researcher who is not very clearabout the
purpose of the analysis.

The general question of correlation or association of
variables may be put as follows:

Does knowledge of the status of one variable
affect the expectation of the status of a
second variable?

In the example of detention decision outcomes and sex, above, we
find that females are detained more oaten (relatively) than
males (53.7% versus 42.1%). In this instance, then, we can indeed
say that the two variables are associated. Had the two percen-
tages been essentially identical, on the other hand, we would
havO concluded that there was no association or correlation
between sex and detentiOn decisions. One important point should
be made at this juncture:
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This is not to say that sex causes differen-
tial detention prospects.

That "correlation is not causation" is a message emphal
sized in most introductory statistics courses. Most measures
of association are symmetric in that, if A is related to B,
then it is also the case that B is related to A. However, we
tend to think of causation as non-symmetric (if A causes B,
then B does not cause A) except in certain positive feedback
("recurcive") situations in which "failure begets failure."

At the same time, we tend to' r causation as a suf-
ficient condition for correlation hat if there is a
causal link, we expect a correlati a' 1).

Errors of measurement are signiii in interpreting
correlatiOns because if the errors of measurement in two
variables are uncorrelated, the correlation of the two variables
will be diminished. Of course, if the errors of measurement are
correlated, the observed correlation may be inflated (we say "may"
.because correlations may be either positive or negative).

S urious correlation is a term which reminds us again that
correlation i s not causation. The term itself is a misnomer for
it is not the-correlation which is spurious but rather the sim-
plistic interpretation of the correlation is spurious.

The standard notion of a spurious correlation is that two
variables (say, X and Y) are orrelated because they are both
the effects of some third, co _lion variable.(sey, Z). More -s'.

generally, the effect of the third variable is to modify.
correlation which would "otherwise" occur,between the two
variables.

For example, the author once correlated involvement in a
prison vocational training program with post - release success and
found the association to be negative. That is, participation in
the training program was predictive of failure, post release--
where failure was defined in terms of recidivism. This correla-
tion could be termed spurious if the "obvious" interpretation
were accepted, namely that participation' in the program promoted
recidivism. Instead, a third variable, which was composed of
background factors and found to predict failure, such as educa-
tional attainment and previous occupational level), was introduced
into the analysis.

It was found that those who were low on this background
variable (less education, lower prior occupational experience)
were also more likely to participate in the in-prison vocational
training program. Taking this fact into account, the effect oT
program participation appeared to be in the direction of success
rather than failure. That is, had the sample of observations
been divided into groups with similar predicted outcomes-on the
basis of background, we would compare program participation with
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post-release outcome. In this case, we would say that back-

ground had been "controlled" such that participation and success
are'now positively correlated. In the actual analysis, &tech-,
nigue called zasliAl=212I1212 was employed with the back-

ground variabieilatObe

Ecological correlations have already been discussed and
in their most simPle form they are correlations based on "col-

lective" or "areal" units. In point of fact, the term "ecolo-

gical," is applied in much the same mnner as "spurious" in that

it says as much about the person using the term as it does about
the correlation which is being discussed. That is, the real

concern is with the ecological which involves attribu-
ting egological level findings to individual units. For example,
if neighborhoods or even cities can be said to vary in terms of
their "tolerance" for various forms of deviance such that some
areas tend to be low on theseverai types of deviance, then we
would expect ecological correlations among the several types of
deviance to be positive.

The point is that the ecological correlation does not indi-

cate that one form of deviance affects another form of deviance.
To.reach such a conclusion regarding individual behavior on the

basis of an ecological correlation would be to commit the eco-

logical fallacy.

The Pearson product moment correlation coefficient he

measure typically assumed when the word, "correlation-,-"
used in its technical sense. The mathematical qualities df this

coefficient are those of a simple model which assumes various
things about the variables and their relationship, such as

the relationship is linea

the measurement scales of the variables are
"equal interval;"

the errors of measurement in the two
variables are uncorrelated.

Other measures of association are available for the situation in
which the preceding assumptions do not seem reasonable.



APPENDIX C

DISCUSSION: EXPERIMENTS

Experiments provide the classic basis on which to attribute
causal connections between "treatments" and " "d -pendent variables."
ThesimpleSt.experiment involves the' random assignment of cases
to 'differenttreatment conditions (or levels of the independent
msriablO) in: order to investigate the effect of differential
treatments upon change in one or more dependent variable. A
brief, di cession should assist in understanding the power and
he limitations-of this research tool.

The random assignment of cases to treatment conditions is
the Unique sttribute'of experiments. Its rationale is indeed
intxiquing:,through the rule of "ignorance" we hope to overcome
any bids which.Might be introduced by "intentional" assignment
to ireatment:conclitions. The important point is that a major
challenge tO:the validity of a study which attempts to assess
differences 'in_?utcOme between two or more treatment conditions
is lack of evidence that the groups subjected to different' con-
dtionS.were Oemselves identical to each other prior to the
,experiment intervention. It is important, furthermore, to note
that random assignment does not assure that "all bias" is
removed nor that the groups are absolutely identical. What dif-
ferenceg.may occur, however, are subject to known statistical
d,istrib4tions:and, therefore, may be taken into account. .

It is sometimes argued that a "matched control group" is
a satilfactory4lternative to a random assignment. By construc-
ting,a matching gToup., it is presumed that the investigaknows

all relevant variables and that they can be _--a
very streu assumption;. or, pf course, to match groups with
respect tth some,variabfe,, the variable must be amenable to
xeasanabyaccurate measurement. On the other hand, utilizing
t7he.ignoranCe-oi-randomization does not require any knowledge
with respect to relevant-variables. Thus, because of the crucial
`difference,'we. suggest that a non-randomly assigned control group
be referred to as a.'"paeudo-control group" or a "comparison group"
and retain thS term :16ontrol group," for the randomized case.

A second important challenge to the validity of a study
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is the case of differential attrition of the several groups
defined in terms of treatment conditions. That is, elien if

the investigator has been careful to randomize group assign-
ments,\thereby blocking the potential for bias from self-
selection, removal from the experiment may not be totally under

the control of the investigator, thereby introducing the poten-

tial for bills from self-selection out of the experiment. For

example, a jurisdiction's fiscal crisis may cause termination
of some program and a participant in a therapeutic community may

commit suicide.

Several approaches are available for use in instances when
random assignment has not been possible. While attractive, they
should not be thought to be the equal of random assignments.

The "quasi-experiment" is a powerful tool where information
is available over time. If a series of measures over a period

of time is available, it can be used to establish a trend. Pre-

dictions based on the preexisting trend can then be compared

to post intervention measures. In effect, this.procedure is
based on a kind of "what if" thinking in that we form expecta-
tions for the value of an independent variable based on an
assumption of continuity over time if the intervention had not

occurred.

Covarianceadjustment is a statistical technique whereby

one seeks to separate the dependent variable into intervention
or treatment effects and "other" effects. This procedure re-
quires that variables he identified which are associated with
or predictive of the dependent variable. Any differences prior
to intervention of the groOps in terms of these variables are
then taken into account in interpreting post-intervention
differences in the groups. While this approach seems elegantly
simple, there are many questions which remain and they go
beyond the scope of this brief review.

Subject matching is an oft -used technique within the non-

experimental &main. While worthwhile in partially reducing
pre-intervention differences, it cannot be considered an adequate

approach alone. Rather, matching can be viewed as complementary

to covariance adjustment. one potential interpretational pit-

fall of matching is that consumers of the research report may
be insensitive to the crucial distinction between post hoc
matching and random assignment. Thus, it is important to warn
the evaluation consumer that the evidence of a matched study is
not as strong as that of an experiment.

A final note is appropriate regarding the relative power

of experimental and non-experimental techniques. While the pure

experiment can yield very "clean" results, various constraints

on the use of experiments at large levels within society may

cause non-experiments to be superior in specific areas, due to
the very large range of diversity of. environments in which

results can be evaluated.
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